
Worksheet

1. An adaptation is a genetically controlled structural and behavioral feature that enhances the 
  survival of an organism in particular environmental conditions.What are the characteristics of 
  the following organisms that enable them to survive in their environment? Try to find these 
  organisms in the exhibition and pair them with the features.
  A. Polar Bear     B. Woodpecker     C. Geckos     D. Fog-basking beetle     
  E. Elephant   F. Cockroache     G. Schooling fish     H. Pitcher plant
  ( B ) They have a strong, yet resilient beak that absorbs the force. They also have innately thick 
    muscles to mitigate shock and keep their eyeballs intact within their skulls and protect 
    their retinas.
 ( E ) Their calls can be transmitted through air and the ground. The call through the  ground 
    can reach twice as far as the call transmitted through the air. The shock wave caused by 
    their thump can travel up to 32 km.
 ( H )  Their surface is lined with nanoscopic granules that can cause the insects to slip and fall 
        into the cavity. 
 ( F ) They can maintain their balance and scurry across various surfaces. The hind legs are 
    long and powerful and can exert a downward force to produce a slight spring motion for 
    acceleration.
 ( A ) They will wait to catch seals by the breath holes created by seals themselves. 
 ( G ) They will move closely together in large groups. The ones lead in the front create vortices 
    that enables those who follow to keep up with the school  easily, and prevent from being 
        attacked. 
 ( C ) Their feet is lined with ultrafine hairs and split ends that is capable of adhering to target 
    objects, and also enable them to climb vertically up walls and glass.
 ( D ) They live in desert. When there is fog, they arch their backs to capture and  store moisture 
    from the fog and used as drinking water.

2. Biomimicry is to imitate something living in nature. Create your own species for a selected 
  environment and explain what adaptations do your species has in order to survive in that 
   environment. Introduce your species to your classmates and teachers afterwards.
  • Country/region; Dessert, rainforest, freezing, arid, swampy, marine
  • High/low altitude; High/low temperature; Nutrient rich/poor; 
  • Moisture content; Salt content; Rainfall
  • Behavioral adaptations; Physiological adaptations; Structural adaptations
  • Access to resources? Food, water, shelter, mates
  • Predators/ prey/ How does your species overcome challenges

 


